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Variety
Fruit bearing 

time
Fruit description Fruit weight

Fruit taste and 

flavour

Shrub 

height
Shrub description Fruit bearing Cold hardiness and patogenes

Legal 

protection

Bristol (black)

end of June 

and beginning 

of July

good quality big, crispy and compact berries which 

are ball-like in shape and almost dark in hue with 

gray pruinose and mossy; easy to harvest, do not 

render juice when picked

-
sweet, aromatic 

and juicy
2-4 m

grows into elevated compact shrub with 

several to a dozen strong, branched, prickly, 

bluish gray canes; develops few basal shoots; 

should rather be grown against supports 

on second year 

canes

cold hardy, resistant to pests and 

most diseases (prone to viral and 

mycotic diseases)

none

Erika
beginning of 

August

compact light red berries, almost slightly orange in 

hue; they do not get dark after harvesting, easy to 

pick

5.4 g fresh and fruity up to 3 m -

on first year canes, 

may repeat 

fruitbearing

winter hardy yes

Laszka
beginning of 

June

conical elongated fruits which are lively light red in 

hue and slightly mossy, firm and compact

12 g (4cm 

long)
- 1.8 m

vigorous grower, develops stiff canes  

covered with many small prickles and arched 

on tops 

on second year 

canes (gives a crop up 

to 20 t/ha)

plants cold hardy but their buds 

tender and can be frostbitten during 

severe winters, canes slightly prone 

to dying and fruits to rotting

yes

Polana mid August
big fruits which are conical in shape, lively red and 

shiny; their pulp is firm and compact 
- sweet and juicy 1.5 m

develops many stiff, not drooping canes 

covered with vestigial thorns, self-supporting

on first year canes, 

may repeat 

fruitbearing

cold hardy, highly resistant to pests 

and diseases
yes

Polka
beginning of 

August

quite big conical berries, red and shiny, tasty, with 

firm and compact pulp
-

extremely sweet 

and juicy
1.8 m

moderate grower, develops canes covered 

with quite big thorns; grows well in tunnels

on first year canes, 

may repeat 

fruitbearing

cold hardy, resistant to diseases 

and pests
yes

Poranna Rosa 

(yellow)

beginning of 

September

big, almost ball-like berries which can be from 

yellow to orange in hue and slightly shiny and 

mossy, they are strongly joined with the 

receptacle, their pulp is firm and compact, but a bit 

prone to rotting

- sweet and juicy 1.5 m 

moderate grower, develops strong and stiff 

canes, abundantly covered with prickles and 

a slight waxy bloom; self-supporting

on first year canes, 

may repeat 

fruitbearing

plants cold hardy but their canes 

and buds tender and can be 

frostbitten during severe winters, 

resistant to most pests and 

diseases (canes prone to mycotic 

diseases and leaves to   leaf spot 

fungus)

yes

Radziejowa
second half of 

June

big conical berries which are red and slightly 

shiny; they are attractively firm, rather good for 

mechanical harvesting, transport tolerant, rather 

not rot prone

- - -

rather not too vigorous grower, develops 

average number of first year canes and 

shoots; its canes are stiff and of average 

thickness, young canes light green with 

antocyanic dye, the older ones purple-brown, 

covered with small, short and sparcely placed 

prickles 

on second year 

canes

plants cold hardy but their buds 

tender and can be frostbitten during 

severe winters, resistant to mosts 

pests and diseases (canes prone to 

diseases)

yes

Sokolica end of June

attractive big tasty berries which are cone-like in 

shape with a bluntly truncated top, they are light 

red in hue and slightly shiny, firm and compact, 

good for mechanical harvesting and transport 

tolerant, not prone to rotting and their colour does 

not fade

- - -

vigorous grower with compact habit, develops 

average number of first year canes and 

shoots; its canes are of average thickness, 

stiff and arching on tops 

on second year 

canes

plants cold hardy but their buds 

tender and can be frostbitten during 

severe winters

yes

Tadmor ripens late

conical berries which are attractive, light red and 

shiny, their pulp is firm and compact, they ripen 

evenly and develop the same shape and colour; 

boast long shelf life

appr. 5 g 

(max.7 g)

sweet and sour, 

with distinct 

falvour and scent

2-2.5 m
vigorous grower, its canes need supports, 

recommended under covers 

on second year 

canes
winter hardy yes

Wyrażamy zgodę na wykorzystywanie powyższych danych pod warunkiem zamieszczenia informacji:

Uses

for the fresh fruit market and for  commercial 

processing into individually quick frozen fruit, 

jellies, jams, marmolades and juices, can be 

used for decorating cakes 

good for table fruits

for the fresh fruit market and for commercial 

processing into individually quick frozen fruit 

and other preserves; mechanical harvesting 

recommended; transport tolerant, boasts 

long shelf life 

for the fresh fruit market and for commercial 

processing mainly into individually quick 

frozen fruit, jams, puree, desserts, liqueurs 

and juices; can be enjoyed as dried fruit 
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for the fresh fruit market and for commercial 

processing into individually quick frozen fruit, 

jams, juices, desserts, puree and compotes; 

good for mechanical harvesting and 

for the fresh fruit market, transport tolerant 

(do not rot and do not get bruised)

for the fresh fruit market and for commercial 

processing; good for mechanical harvesting, 

transport tolerant, boasts long shelf life 

for the fresh fruit market, good for 

mechanical harvesting, transport tolerant, 

rather resistant to rotting

for the fresh fruit market


